
To Listen to recording: Available by request

Past Network Call Notes are available at:

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/mnsaferoutes/news/network_calls.html

Please note: recordings of the Network Calls are archived for 6 months only.
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2 page printable version sent with PDF of meeting notes
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Walk Summit is Sept 13-15, 2017

We can organize a meet up for September 12? 12:00 – 5:00 or 3:00 –

7:00 or just an evening “happy hour type venue”

Why do this? 

What topics would you like to discuss?
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Objectives:

Understand what the Comp plan is as a local policy guiding document

Understand  how to connect SRTS activities to Comp plan policy

Be able to recognize how to integrate
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The State statues provides City, Counties and 7-county metro area  to plan for the 
future in order to promote the health, safety and general welfare and 

Local Gov. Police Powers/Planning, Zoning/Municipal Planning

to insure a safer, more pleasant and more economical environment for 
residential, commercial, industrial and public activities,

to preserve agricultural and other open lands, and 

to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare Minn. Stat. §
462.351 (2014).

Counties . . . / Planning, Development, Zoning

to promote the health, safety, morals and general welfare. Minn. Stat. §
394.21 (2014).

Metropolitan Area/Metropolitan Government/Land Use Planning

coordinate the plans of the local jurisdictions to “protect the health, safety, 
and welfare of residents” and also to ensure “orderly, and economic 
development.” Minn. Stat. § 473.851 (2014).
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Comprehensive plan are not required, city outside the metro area, 
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Comprehensive planning is a public process that determines the vision, goals, and 
aspirations of an area in terms of community development.

The outcome of a comprehensive planning process is the Comprehensive Plan. 

Provides legal foundation for land use decisions and regulations

Helps identify coming changes and ways to prepare for those changes

Protects and maximizes public investments

Creates a better, more livable community – not just a bigger community
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For all of the last century, City Comp plan have provided vision and policy guidance 
around the public investment in these main areas, now are moving into planning 
processes which include more types of engagement activities.  City are including 
health, sustainability and resiliency and food into their plans and utilizing an equity 
lens. 

Comp plans must keep up with out changing world. We shouldn’t continue to shoehorn 
our complex world into comp plans. Comp plans should mold to our world. This 
requires us to consider including information on the topics of today while keeping the 
traditional planning topics (or elements).
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Throughout a comp plan there is opportunity for goals and policy to be supportive of 
SRTS

Community’ s Vision states a long 30 year view for where a community wants to be… 
healthy, safe and vibrant for the popoulation are common key themes 

Land Use- looking at the  existing and future land uses to incorporate 

Within Transportation goals for street networks, prioritizing pedestrian travel and 
complete street policies. Strategies around incorporating pedestrian/ bicycle 
considerations into routine maintenance and construction projects.

Housing- goals and strategies around maintaining a housing stock for the future 
demographics/population of a city and building housing with proximity of public 
destinations e.g. schools

Parks/trails- goals and policy strategies around connecting schools, housing and parks 
and trails

Heritage- school sites

21st Century Goals- within this structure, a health section, can address supportive 
environments for routine physical activity and under a resiliency section, a city could 
consider it’s transportation network and modes and how it planning for climate 
adaption 
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Especially for ongoing maintenance and prioritizing routes
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There are generally 3 time periods to support or build awareness connecting a SRTS 
plan policies into a Comp plan,

As I mentioned earlier some cities may have a comp plan and they toutinely update, 
others may have an older one or none.  

I’ll give a few examples for ways bring SRTS goals into a process 
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Cities who are ready to have a comp plan or need to update, spend time learning about 
the existing plan

It is common planning practice to review all current plans before a Comp plan planning 
process begin.  If the SRTS plan is more current then the comp plan
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Whether the plan is current or maybe older, work to tie SRTS activities to comp plan 
goals and continue to strategically plan short term with the long-term policy in mind

Understanding at all cities do things a bit differently
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SRTS Plan language

This is one example, of how a SRTS planning process outcome tied it’s self to a city 
comp plan,  this worked for this community, however your community may have ideas 
for how it works better for them.
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A city Comp plan example

As before this is one cities approach, the goal statement for your community may look 
different, however keep the broad SRTS goals in mind of safety, ped and bike 
connections and access as you review goal statements
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Comp plan Transportation strategy and action steps
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Resource from Dave:

http://saferoutesinfo.org/sites/default/files/news/SRTS_brief_IntegratingCompPlan-
FINAL.pdf 
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http://www.dot.state.mn.us/mnsaferoutes/contact/brand_downloads.html#btsd
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State policy update per Dorian Grilley at SRTS Steering Committee 
meeting

There is a lot occurring. Currently there is a Transportation Bill in the 
state senate that includes an Active Transportation Program (no 
funding, but establishing a program which is a vital first step). The 
House transportation bill does not include a such a program, but 
does have $2.5 mil for SRTS infrastructure. Both bills currently 
include $500,000 for non infrastructure (same as previous 
biennium).

In the Senate, the bonding bill has come out of committee with $6 
mil for SRTS Infrastructure. The house has not had a committee 
meeting yet for their bonding bill

We are entering the final month of session. There will be a lot of 
movement and we are as well positioned as we can be to secure 
resources to support SRTS. 



SRTS Academy will keep the application open to request local/regional trainings 
throughout the year. We cannot guarantee we will always have capacity. However, the 
team thought we would have the ability to accommodate most. Link included above.
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SHIP is July 26 and 27. Would it work for Network members to have the SRTS Meet up 
occur with SHIP conference? Please email Jill.chamberlain@bluecrossmn.com with 
comments.
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Will sort out Oct ASAP.
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